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As business owners we are all ambitious and striving for success, 

whatever that looks like for us. Whether it be financial freedom, more 

time with loved ones, building a business to sell, or making a 

difference in the world. I'm also sure that you want to find the fastest , 

easiest and most effective way to do this.

The problem is that latest research indicates that 67% of business 

owners are failing to achieve as much success as they could. Many 

business owners are struggling to reap the reward of their efforts in this 

volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous world we now live in. 

Outdated ways of managing and leading businesses just don’t cut it 

anymore? The reason for the struggle is that the rules of leading a 

business have changed.

Our role as business leaders is to grow our businesses by creating a high 

performance environment where success is inevitable. The question is 

how do we do that if the rules have changed and what we did last year 

doesn’t seem to work anymore.

The starting point for us as business leaders to improve is to 

understand what could be getting in our way and to explore whether 

what the past has taught us is correct.  We also need to understand 

how the world has changed, and that we were probably taught to 

lead our business in a world that doesn’t exist any more.

Let me explain... we look great wearing an aqualung, mask and fins when 

we are in the water, right? But what if there is no water? We would look 

pretty strange! Same in business, when the conditions change we will 

struggle to achieve success using the same tools as before.

So let’s explore what could be getting in your way of being an even more 

successful business leader.

To start us thinking about our role as a leader here are three 

questions we should consider:

1. What did school teach you about running your business?

2. What can you learn from businesses that are successful?

3. Do you know how to get sustainable results through people?

Many business owners focus purely on goals and business objectives.  

It is also important to understand what are the blockers to success  

and then take massive action to remove them.

One of the biggest challenges business owners have to face is the 

transition from `doer of all things’ to `doer and leader of people.’  We 

need to understand and remove the seven obstacles to our success.

WHY ARE SO MANY BUSINESS 
LEADERS STRUGGLING TO REAP 
THE REWARDS OF THEIR EFFORT?
In your business are you a ‘doer of all things’ or are you a ‘doer and leader of people’? I'm sure as a business 
owner you have from time to time felt really tired and stressed after a hard days work and thought it was so 
much easier when you employed less people! Yet deep down we know that to achieve our business dreams we 
need more people! A challenge and dilemma I'm sure we all face as leaders in our entrepreneurial world. 
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I remember being told in my early military career that 
we were training soldiers for a war that hasn’t been 
fought yet. We have no idea what they will be doing, what 
technology, what weapons, or in what locations they will 
be fighting or protecting; but we need to get them ready!

In today’s world we need to develop business owners for a new world. 

We need to show business owners how to create a high performance 

environment where success is inevitable. We need to explore what great 

looks like and create leaders who can think for themselves and craft 

solutions for messy problems. We need business owners who can adapt 

rapidly, learn quickly, keep agile and thrive in an ever changing workplace.

In the 1950s it took approximately two minutes to do a pit stop for a 

racing car. What is it now in F1? The car barely stops these days! In the 

1950s the rules were different than they are now but F1 teams have 

adapted and changed the way they do it based on the new rules, 

learning and technology available.

When you look at a period from 2000 to 2015 the amount of changes 

have increased. The advances of the past few years means that the pace of 

change is accelerating ... it is getting even faster!

I’m sure you’ll agree with me that what worked a few years ago doesn’t 

necessarily work any more. So what does that mean to you? What are 

the implications and what is the cost of using outdated ways of leading 

to your business?

The challenge is that many business owners haven’t recognised that the 

rules have changed and that they need to lead in a different way. They are 

using out dated tools and techniques in a different context. Imagine if you 

turned up at a F1 pitstop today with your cotton trousers and shirt, a big 

lump hammer to remove the locking nuts, a cloth to wipe the windscreen, 

a cup of tea for the driver and a bit of fuel! You would have looked great in 

the 1950s but hey... a bit out of place in an F1 team today!

So why is it today that many business owners turn up to work with their 

outdated ways of working and think it is ok to behave this way? We 

need to learn a new way to lead our businesses. The good news is that I 

have worked out what you need to do to be successful today. There is a 

blueprint!

The first stage of the blueprint is to explore the seven obstacles to your 

success, so let’s explore ...

SO WHAT DOES
FORMULA 1 
HAVE TO DO 
WITH YOUR 
SUCCESS?

FUTURE

“Graham is a pleasure to work with, not only is he incredibly personable, but he exudes 
credibility and calm. He has a wealth of experience that he draws upon and myself and 
the Senior Management team have greatly enjoyed working with him since 2011 and look 
forward to continuing to work with him in the future.”

Pippa Adams, 
MD Prodo Digital
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WHAT YOUR  
TEACHERS  
TAUGHT YOU  
ABOUT BUSINESS
Let’s go back to your classroom to an experience we have all 

probably had. When your teacher asked you a question, how 

did you respond? Normally what happens is you think about 

the question and if you know the answer you stick your hand 

up in the hope that your teacher will ask you to share your 

knowledge. This repeated pattern of behaviour starts our need 

for recognition and reward, “me miss, me, me, ask me, I know!”

I wonder what would have happened if you had turned around to 

your classmates and tried to have dialogue and discussion around the 

question, what would the teacher have done? If you went to a school 

like mine then the teacher would have told you off, told you to be quiet 

or even reported you and sent you to the headmaster as you continued 

to be a disruptive member of the class. Think for a moment how that 

plays out in your work and your behaviour today.

I can remember we had a woodwork teacher who used to throw 

woodworking chisels at you if you didn’t have the answer or did 

something wrong in his view and I can remember them sticking in 

the wall behind me. So when you think about it, what we were taught at school is that team-working and collaboration is cheating! Isn’t that 

an interesting reflection on what is required in today’s world? Added to this when you were at school who was the person who had the final 

answer? It was the teacher. So we also believe it is good to always have the answers.

Once we become business owners and start employing people what have we just become? A teacher. It is easy to fall into the trap as a leader 

that teamwork is cheating and that we need to be the solution providers. I was coaching a project manager from a global organisation who was 

running multi-million, high-risk, visible projects and struggling. They had cost overruns happening, customers not happy with the wrong things 

being delivered, missing deadlines - not a great picture. When we explored the challenge we found that it was their inability to build teams that 

was causing the problems. He was too busy doing the work himself. He had no time to manage stakeholders and make the ongoing changes 

required to the project. Once I coached him how to build and run project teams and shared collaboration techniques, the world was a great 

place again.

Questions for you:
Have you fallen into the trap of solving problems and telling?

Do you try and come up with the answers and then hold meetings to inform people what to do?

Do you fall into the trap of silo mentality, not collaborating, not building alliances and partnerships, not using open innovation techniques and 

not utilising the power of your team?

OBSTACLE 1: 

Killer Mindsets: 
What school taught 
us about Leadership.

“If the rate of change on 
the outside exceeds the 

rate of change on the 
inside, the end is near.”

JACK WELCH



THE 
PERFECTION 
TRAP

I’m sure you remember getting your school report? 

If like me, there was probably one subject you didn’t 

like or didn’t care about.

Probably because the teacher didn’t inspire you or ignite your passion 

around the subject. 

Imagine getting your school report and in every other subject apart from 

the one you hate you get a fantastic mark.

You don’t care about the one poor result as you don’t like the subject so 

you go home feeling really proud about a good year and excited to share 

that with your parents. You come home and you lay your school report on 

the dining room table to share. What would be the first thing they would 

say? Let me guess - I bet they said, “What happened there then?” Pointing 

out the one poor result, ignoring all the fantastic results you achieved in 

the other subjects. Am I right?

So how does this play out in work? If like many organisations you have 

score cards and everything is fantastic apart from one red dot, I wonder 

what you focus on with your team? It wouldn’t be all the green dots I’m 

sure, it’s going to be the one red dot that catches your attention. If you 

think back to how you felt at home with your parents I wonder how you 

make your team feel?

Perhaps we need to focus on what is important, not just the red dots.

Questions for you:
Where do you focus your attention?

What feeling and culture are you creating in yourself and your team?

OBSTACLE 2: 

D?D?

D?D?

“I have worked with Graham in a number of team and personal development contexts and have always 
found his style warm, open and encouraging. He is knowledgeable in a wide variety of leadership 
development specialties but never comes across as ‘training’ in the traditional sense. Instead he looks to 
enable discovery and empower you to be the best you can be.

During team sessions I have been particularly impressed at his ability to recognise the individual journey 
each member of a team is on. While still maintaining a team atmosphere, and his ease of adapting his 
support to suit those personal needs.

I have greatly enjoyed working with Graham, benefited a huge amount from his advice and support and 
would recommend his services to any business or individual aspiring to be the best they can be no matter 
what stage of their leadership journey they are at.”

Hannah Mercedes, 
Head of Business Transformation MoneySuperMarket.com



We are taught and told that we must focus in results, that 

is all that matters! So most organisations these days are 

over run with key performance indicators (KPIs) as control 

mechanisms. From what I have experienced I wonder how 

many of the KPIs are really KPIs? Most I see are result 

indicators, output measures rather than input measures.  

I think it is important to focus your people on what you  

want them to do. Sadly today most indicators are focussed 

on results rather than inputs.

What this can do if we are not careful is create performance anxiety. 

Your team become so anxious and stressed that they go into a flight or 

fight response. To protect us in this situation, our thinking part of the 

brain switches off. Years ago if you think, you get eaten by the sabre 

tooth tiger! 

This also happens when we try to reward people with money or bonuses. 

Performance and results can go down because we are switching 

their brains off!!! So this over reliance on output measures is actually 

reducing performance and results in our business. Your people can 

become disengaged and de-motivated.

There is another factor that comes into play. How would you feel if 

you were recruited because of your massive talent and experience and 

your boss says to you, “We really welcome you to the business, great to 

have you on board it’s great that you have all this experience and talent 

but I am going to measure everything you do just to check up on your 

performance. Oh and by the way we’ll have a monthly update meeting 

where I will check up on you and on your KPIs. Even more demotivation!!

I wonder how you would feel and how trusted you would feel? Wouldn’t 

it be great if managers would trust people with talent and experience! 

And they then got out of the way and allowed people to perform.

Questions for you: 

What do you measure - just results or results and performance?

Are you creating performance anxiety?

JUST
MEASURING
RESULTS

OBSTACLE 3: 

RESULTS

“The reason people are 
so unhappy at work is 
that Managers are being 
trained for a World that 
doesn’t exiSt anymore.
I WANT to change that!”

GRAHAM WILSON

“Graham’s style of coaching is inspirational and very thought provoking. Most importantly it is very 
interactive. Using Graham for our sales and leadership skills training over the last 12 years has enabled 
us to build an award winning and market leading Sales & Marketing team.”

Pete McAndrew, 
Sales Director, Healthshield
Winner of Sales Director of the Year



I read in the local Macclesfield (small town in Cheshire UK) paper 

a few years ago about a story of mum and a little girl. They were 

walking past a doctor’s surgery and the little girl tripped and fell 

over gashing her forehead on the brick wall around the surgery. 

Being outside the surgery, the traumatised mum picked the girl up 

rushed into the surgery and was met by a receptionist who said, 

“I am really sorry but we can’t treat you here because you are not 

registered.” How can that happen?

The poor lady and the little girl had to run up the street for over a mile to get 

to their own GP service to get one of the nurses to treat the facial wound, and 

as you know facial wounds bleed an awful lot.

So I wonder how this has happened? I can imagine in a Practice meeting that 

the manager has said to the staff, “If no one is registered you cannot treat 

them.” The tragedy is if we create an over controlled and over managed 

environment people stop thinking. Many organisations are stuck in 

management and strategy and play this out with over control.

Let me share another story that I heard René Carayol (Leadership Speaker, 

Author, Broadcaster) talk about in one of his leadership conferences. It was 

about a lady who was trapped in a building that had collapsed. She had her 

phone with her and managed to press last number redial. The phone call 

was to a bank. Within three rings she was talking to a human being. The lady 

shared that she was trapped and was losing consciousness and could they put 

her through to her husband and also her children.

The operator sprang into action and whilst keeping the lady talking to keep 

her conscious she arranged for one of her colleagues to contact her husband 

and one of her other colleagues to contact her children and the third operator 

to contact the emergency services. The lady was eventually rescued and 

reunited with her husband and children – a lovely happy ending. How did that 

happen? The leaders of the organisation had created the right culture.

Your role as a leader is to create the right culture. You don’t create a good 

culture by over managing and controlling everything – that is when people 

stop thinking and do stupid things. You do it by creating a high performance 

environment where success is inevitable and allowing people to think and 

perform.

Questions for you:
What culture are you creating?

Are you stopping people from thinking and acting?

THE TRAGEDY OF THE 
LITTLE GIRL AND THE 
DOCTOR’S SURGERY

OBSTACLE 4: 

“If your actions 
inspire others to 
dream more, learn 
more, do more, and 
become more; 
you are a leader.”

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS



It’s all about being BUSY - or is it? 

In today’s busy world I am guessing as a 

manager and a leader in your organisation 

you are really busy. I grew up with my father 

racing motorbikes and my uncle racing 

motor cars and my grandmother had a 

sweet/toy shop. What a great childhood! 

When I listened to my dad and my uncle 

talking about winning races and the reason 

why they lost races; a pattern emerged.

The reason they lost races was because they were going too fast, 

normally spinning out of a corner and crashing. In business we are 

taught to have a “can do” busy culture when the real secret is knowing 

when to go fast and when to slow down. You could say in order to 

speed up we need to slow down.

So in business let me ask you when do you make your mistakes? Is it 

when you are calm, collected and in control or when you are really 

busy? Usually it is when you are really busy. So let me ask when is it the 

best time to stop, slow down and review? When you are busy. When is 

the one time we never slow down and review? When we’re busy. We all 

know that planning is important, we all know that the execution of the 

plan is important, and we all know that we should continually improve 

our performance but for some reason we don’t review and learn 

enough in business today.

Questions for you: 

Do you speed up by slowing down?

Do you keep things on track by regular review and do you learn 

effectively with your team?

THE HAMSTER 
WHEEL TRAP

OBSTACLE 5: 

“Imagine a world 
where people  
wake up and  
feel inspired  
to go to work.”

SIMON SINEK

“Graham is quite simply fantastic and 
inspiring at his job. He has a real passion 
to pass on simple and straight forward 
common sense techniques that transform 
your people and ultimately leads to bottom 
line improvement. I have no hesitation in 
recommending Graham as he will help to 
transform your business.”

Graham Howarth, 
HR and Legal Director Crown Paints



You must be a HERO - or do you?

I was with a team from the car manufacturing world a while 

ago and I asked them to split into two groups and draw a 

model of how they operate in their business. So the teams 

disappeared off and had some great dialogue and discussion. 

When they presented back their thoughts the first team 

presented a cyclical model which started with ‘do’ and the 2nd 

stage was ‘do’ 3rd stage was ‘do’ and I bet you can guess what 

the 4th stage was - yes you are right, do!

They called this their ‘hamster wheel’ so their work routine was work 

really hard to the point that the hamster wheel is going really fast, a bit 

too fast and then you book a two week holiday. The first week you are 

ill because you have been working too hard and your immune system 

has broken down and the second week you are worried about what’s 

happening in the work place. When you get back someone has 

been pushing your hamster wheel and it is faster than when you left. 

Normally indicated by the volume of emails you have waiting for you 

on your return, and your immediate thoughts go to needing another 

holiday. Or you think going on holiday is too much hassle and creates 

too much work.

The second team came back with their model and started by saying 

they have created all by themselves a ‘busy’ culture. It doesn’t matter 

what you are doing as long as you are busy you’ll be okay. When you are 

busy of course that’s when the mistakes get made, so the second stage 

was ‘fire-fighting’, rushing around trying to put fires out but not enough 

time to put them out properly before having to go and put another fire 

out somewhere else. The third stage was ‘blame’. This is what human 

beings tend to do to off load the accountability by blaming something 

or someone. By blaming we remove the need to change, so the fourth 

stage was ‘nothing changes’ and we go back to being busier. They have 

created a culture which says, “Don’t solve a problem on a Monday when 

you can solve a crisis on a Friday.”

The reason being is they have created a concept called hero worship. If 

you rush in and save the business and turn the red KPIs into green ones 

then you are seen as a hero and promoted. The people who never let 

their projects, pieces of work, function, team get into crisis never get 

noticed because their score cards are always green.

I’m sure you can guess which type of leader is successful in today’s 

world, not a hero!

Questions for you:
Are you a hero?

If yes how are you going to change that?

THE HERO CULTURE

OBSTACLE 6: 

“Leadership  
and learning  
are indispensable 
to each other.”

JOHN F KENNEDY



Plan everything in DETAIL - or do you?

A few years ago I was asked to help out a project team as they 

were struggling with putting together a project plan to create  

an omni channel offering for their customers. They had been 

told by their bosses that they had to put a complete end to  

end plan together to enable the senior managers to decide 

whether they could let the project go ahead.

Sound familiar?

The team were struggling because the project was a bit vague in terms 

 of what they should be doing to achieve the benefits they wanted.  

They knew they had a problem, weren’t really sure what the cause of  

the problem was and didn’t know how to fix it.

Yet in this context their leaders still wanted to see a detailed project 

plan so they could monitor and control the project. It is no wonder that 

so many change initiatives and projects fail. What was needed was a 

collaborative and evolving approach to making the change happen. 

Planning in detail was a waste of time and actually creating more risk  

than taking a more agile approach.

A few years ago I was working with a well known insurance client who 

was looking to open up in China. They had spent 5 years trying to  

develop new products to launch and were failing miserably. They were 

looking for the perfect answer. Just like the previous example they 

needed the complete project plan before starting.

When they discovered that an evolving approach is a great strategy  

in today’s world they took what they had and tried it out. They just  

went and set up with their partner.

Some products failed, some were ok, and some did really well. They 

reviewed often, worked in a collaborative way, put controls in place and 

learnt plenty. In a couple of years they achieved a thriving and growing 

business in China. If they hadn’t changed their approach they would still 

be trying to develop the perfect products and launch plan for China.

It happens in the day to day work of organisations as well. It amazes me 

how many businesses still put so much control through annual budgets.

I once experienced seeing a manager buying product from a local store 

out of her own pocket because she had run out of budget on that line on 

her excel spread sheet. She knew what would happen if she went over, 

and knew she needed the product for her customers, so she spent her 

own money!

We are using ways of working that are outdated and too slow in today’s 

fast paced, volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous world. When your 

company has spent millions on creating the annual budget, what is the 

one thing you know? It is wrong and will need changing! And we do this 

every year! How many of you have had to plan a project in detail just to 

get authorisation to do it? Then had to change everything.

Questions for you:
Are you comfortable with emerging and evolving plans?

Are you happy with breaking down projects into steps?

Are you happy with just knowing the first actions?

Do you set up a collaborative and learning culture?

THE PLANNING
DILEMMA

OBSTACLE 7: 
Overly detailed Annual Plan

Evolving Plan



Further thoughts...
What can you learn from businesses that have made it BIG?

50 odd years ago Samsung was a corner shop selling electrical goods... think about that for a while. Amazing isn’t it!  

Just imagine if that is your business! When you look at successful businesses today they all have great leadership.

When you look at failures such as BHS, Kodak, Nokia, Borders Books, Woolworths, Focus DIY, Enron, even Greece there 

is a pattern that emerges, They were all sunk by poor leadership! Failure to think and be agile, fast, and adapt all caused by 

the culture the leaders created. Organisations thrive or fail due to the quality of leadership ... end of story. And once you 

get past an organisation of two people this applies to you. Successful businesses today create business models that work 

in a volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous world and can grow really fast when they get the leadership right.

So the big question is how much investment have you given to developing your leadership capability and that of your 

managers? And what is it that great leaders actually do on a day to day basis, the good news is that I have worked it out.

I’ve had the honour of working with many of the top global leaders of successful businesses from around the world and 

often get asked what is the one secret of running a really successful business and being a great leader... the straight answer 

is that there isn’t one secret. The good news is that when you study great organisations and leaders there is a pattern that 

when understood will dramatically increase your results ... I call it The New Leadership Manifesto which is outlined in my 

book Leadership Laid Bare.

Intrigued...
If you like what you’ve read and it's sparked off a 

few thoughts and ideas then it would be great to 

have a chat.

I would love to answer your questions so give my 

team a call on +44 ( 0) 1829 771770 and they can 

arrange a time to speak to me.

Or you can drop me a personal email at:  

graham.wilson@thesuccessfactory.co.uk

“There is no passion  
to be found in settling 
for a life that is less 
than the one you are 
capable of living.”

NELSON MANDELA



I have many years of successful experience working with a wide variety of clients  

from different stages of business growth in many different sectors. Here is a sample...

If you are interested in working with me TO INCREASE 
YOUR RESUlTS please get in coNtact @grahamwilson.com

Working with Me
I run a small number of very select mastermind 
groups for business owners per year with a 
maximum of seven owners per group. The key 
is the quality of people put together to form 
the perfect group to learn with and from each 
other. My mastermind groups meet for two days 
every quarter for full immersion workshops. This 
requires total commitment to the group. They are 
not for the faint hearted or people just playing at 
developing as a leader.

I also run the occasional three day open 
leadership programme to encourage a wide range 
of different organisations and cultures to collide 
and make leadership magic happen.

Added to this I coach a maximum of seven hand 
picked people per year. This ensures the results 
are extraordinary!

The rest of my working time is focussed on 
developing leadership teams around the world.

Leadership laid barE!  
is available IN THE LEADERSHIP VAULT.
Discover timeless leadership principles  
for the 21st century.

Leadership Laid Bare outlines a new leadership manifesto for the challenging 

world we operate in today. Sharing what great leaders are actually doing to 

achieve extraordinary results. Go to grahamwilson.com  to order your copy.




